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RADIATORS

RADIATOR OPTIONS

Radiator based heating solutions offer a residential or commercial space ultimate flexibility in designing a system that fits 
a particular room or zone. Waterware’s radiators are European designed and manufactured, and are of a high quality and 
finish. Constructed from pressed steel or alloy means they are durable, making them ideal for home life or in a commercial 
environment. Offering a range of solutions that deliver a lower running cost through their ability to heat quickly, suitable for 
renovation or new build projects, and are not dependent on concrete or timber floors. Radiators offer an elegant and effective 
home heating solution to keep you warm and safe during those cooler temperatures.

Quick response 
Radiators heat up quickly (within minutes) and can be programmed 
precisely around your timetable, plus unoccupied rooms can be 
switched completely off.

 Renovation or new build 
When there is access below the floor, radiators are the simplest and 
least invasive to install.

Concrete and timber floors 
Radiator systems are not dependent on concrete floor construction.

Radiators emit warmth via a combination of natural 
convection and radiant heat

European designed and manufactured, our radiators are of a high quality and finish, and their durability make them an ideal 
choice for home life. We offer a range of solutions delivering a lower running cost through their ability to heat quickly, and are 
suitable for renovation or new build projects.

BRUGMAN STEEL PANEL RADIATORS

Brugman radiators from Belgium are our premium brand steel panel radiator and beautifully finished to a high 
standard. Being constructed from pressed steel they are also durable in the case of accidental impact. Available 

in 400mm, 600mm, 1800mm or 2000mm high, 68mm or 102mm thick and up to 2400mm long.

BLITZ ALLOY RADIATORS

Blitz alloy radiators are a clean modern design made in Italy by the Fondital Group. They are available in 
350mm, 600mm or 1800mm heights by an infinite range of lengths thanks to their modular construction. 

VASCO COLUMN STEEL RADIATORS (INDENT)

Whilst high tech in its design and manufacture, offering great size options and heat outputs, it still manages to  
look traditional and authentic. Being sectional and adaptable, it fits in perfectly suited to large, high-ceilinged 

rooms where a lot of heat is needed.

The vintage style is popular not just for its imaginative authentic look, but also its range of contemporary 
colours. The standard finish is white, but the ‘transparent coating’ only further enhances its steampunk 

credentials. There is also the option of floor or wall mounting. They are available in 600mm height and range 
from 960 - 1440mm in length.

VAILLANT ECOTEC GAS BOILERS
The Vaillant ecoTEC gas boilers are a good choice for all manner of heating 
and hot water loads particularly in areas with reticulated natural gas.

•  Capable of heating and domestic hot water

•  ecoTEC are condensing boilers which utilize advanced combustion technology 
which scavenges energy found in the flue gas that would otherwise be lost to 
the atmosphere, resulting in running efficiencies up to 112%

•  Whisper quiet operation.

• Weather compensating control.

• Available in Ng or LPG configuration.

Combi model 
Combination boiler versions include instantaneous domestic hot water production 
alongside the central heating function. Hot water for up to three bathrooms is 
possible without the need for additional hot water cylinders or califonts.

Cascade power 
Multiple Vaillant ecoTEC gas boilers and/or aroTHERM’s can be seamlessly 
cascaded together to supersize system performance.

Model GBV15 GBV24 GBV37
Heating capacity 175m2 300m2 450m2

Maximum efficiency 112% 112% 112%

Height: 720mm 720mm 720mm

Width: 440mm 440mm 440mm

Depth: 335mm 335mm 403mm

Vaillant ecoTEC gas boilers utilize advanced combustion 
technology to deliver class leading performance, efficiency  
and reliability.

Typical running cost: NG=7c/kWh, LPG=18c/kWh



Water heating is a heat transfer process that uses an energy source to heat water above its initial 
temperature. In domestic installations, potable water heated for uses other than space heating is also called 
domestic hot water (DHW).

HIGH CAPACITY, HIGH PRESSURE, LOW COST
Your central heating system can also provide your home with 
a high capacity, high efficiency domestic hot water system. 
Integrating a Protank stainless steel hot water cylinder takes 
advantage of the heat sources low running costs, not only 
reducing hot water production costs but also saving the 
significant cost of adding another stand alone plumbing 
system to produce hot water.

 DOMESTIC HOT WATERSYSTEM CONTROL

Vaillant VRC700 Temperature Compensating Thermostat 
with dew point control

VRC700 temperature compensating thermostats is the 
master system control. It monitors temperature changes 
occurring outdoors before they are felt indoors. In cooling 
operation the dew point is calculated and the appliance set 
point is automatically adjusted to prevent condensation.

Heatmiser neoStat Thermostat
Multiple neoStats are used to build a network of wired or 
wireless thermostats throughout your home. Modern touch 
button technology and an intuitive menu navigation is 

simple for the home owner to program and operate.
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Your home can be programmed to be warm and cool according to your daily schedule and budget. Options include remote 
system control via smart phone and 3rd party building management system integration. Smart and simple.



DOLLARS AND SENSE

Running Cost Variations
Costs will vary depending on perceived comfort levels, 
insulation levels, ambient temperature extremes, building 
design and construction, and regional energy prices. 

Multi-task Savings
Most hydronic central heating appliances have the ability to 
multi-task and produce mains pressure domestic hot water. 
The cost to implement this represents a significant saving 
over the cost of adding another plumbing system for hot 
water so its important to include these savings in the overall 
project budget.

Product Origin and Guarantees
When comparing alternative quotes consider the origin and 
guarantee offered on key components including the boiler, 
radiators and pipe systems. All of our key suppliers are from 
Europe and our warranty terms include labour. 
Supplier Reputation
As with all major purchases, ensure you choose suppliers that 
are established and have a healthy track record. We are a 
well capitalised, NZ family owned business that have been in 
the business of keeping Kiwis’ warm since 1989.

Costs will vary depending on perceived comfort levels, insulation levels, ambient temperature extremes, building design/construction 
and regional energy prices. 

Below shows the estimated installation and running costs for a new 200m2 home based on 0ºC outside / 20ºC inside temperature.  

How it works

MAJOR COMPONENT WARRANTY

1.  Vaillant ecoTEC Gas Boiler 
If you’re looking for an efficient boiler that delivers central heating 
and hot water in an instant, then a combi boiler could be the 
right choice for you. Our range of combi boilers deliver excellent 
performance, efficiency and control, meaning reduced bills and 
energy usage.

2.  Radiator Heating  
Radiators emit warmth via a combination of natural convection 
and radiant heat. They offer the lowest running cost, are suitable 
for renovation or new build and suit concrete or timber floor 
construction.

3.  Protank with Valve Set 
Indirect hot water cylinder with high capacity and mains pressure 
water delivery. Designed to take the energy from the high 
efficiency heat source and convert it into hot water for your taps 
and showers.

4.  Vaillant VRC700 Temperature Compensating Thermostat 
This thermostat controller sets the schedule for heating, cooling 
and hot water performance. In the winter time it uses temperature 
compensation to maximise comfort and minimise running costs, in 
summer it uses dew point management to prevent condensation.
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If comparing, consider the origin and guarantee offered on key components and if warranty terms include labour.

• Vaillant ecoTEC  |  5 years parts and labour  |  Made in Germany 
• Brugman Radiators  |  10 year conditional guarantee    |  5 years parts and labour  |  Made in Belgium 
• Blitz Radiators  |  5 years parts and labour  |  Made in Italy  
• Protank Hot water cylinder  |  20 years limited  |  Made in England

Appliance  
type System Type Heating 

Only
Heating & 
Hot water

Winter running  
cost/month

Calculation  
parameters

Heatpump Underfloor $27,500* $34,000* $300 0.08c/kWh x 16hrs/day

Natural Gas
Radiators $15,800 $19,700 $160 0.07c/kWh x 6hrs/day

Underfloor $16,800 $22,700 $220 0.07c/kWh x 8hrs/day

LPG boiler
Radiators $15,800 $22,100 $420 0.18c/kWh x 6hrs/day

Underfloor $16,800 $22,700 $560 0.18c/kWh x 8hrs/day

Diesel boiler
Radiators $21,900 $22,100 0.12c/kWh x 6hrs/day

Underfloor $22,000 $26,200 0.12c/kWh x 8hrs/day

Note: Prices include GST and exclude costs associated with network connections and local authority building consents. *Grant Aerona 
heatpump only. **Vaillant aroTHERM heatpump only.
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Our friendly tech team will design a system specifically for you and your home. We 
appreciate most home owners find the decision making process complex and we 
are here to help you make the best choices. Every new design begins with a floor 

plan and a heat loss calculation, if there is any information not evident on your 
plan our tech team will make contact to ask any relevant questions.

Central heating via underfloor or radiators share the same high level of 
comfort but each method has unique characteristics which suit some 
applications better than others. Sometimes the best choice will be 
influenced by the lowest cost fuel options available at your location.

Underfloor Heating 
In winter it circulates warm water throughout pipes 
encapsulated within the concrete slab floor and radiantly 
warms your entire home.

Heat Pump 
Air to water heat pumps are quiet, powerful, energy-efficient and 
environmentally friendly. They harvest free energy found in the air 
outside the building envelope to power underfloor heating and 
cooling systems. Typical running cost: 0.08c/kWh

Diesel Boiler 
Modern diesel boilers are quiet, clean burning and reliable. 
The installation of a diesel boiler is typically more involved and 
costly but remain a good option for areas without reticulated 
natural gas.Typical running cost: 0.12c/kWh 


